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Defending a Cornerstone of American Democracy Broadway
Books
We are in an era of radical distrust of public education.
Increasingly, we turn to standardized tests and standardized
curricula-now adopted by all fifty states-as our national surrogates
for trust. Legendary school founder and reformer Deborah Meier
believes fiercely that schools have to win our faith by showing

they can do their job. But she argues just as fiercely that
standardized testing is precisely the wrong way to that end. The
tests themselves, she argues, cannot give the results they claim.
And in the meantime, they undermine the kind of education we
actually want. In this multilayered exploration of trust and schools,
Meier critiques the ideology of testing and puts forward a different
vision, forged in the success stories of small public schools she
and her colleagues have created in Boston and New York. These
nationally acclaimed schools are built, famously, around trusting
teachers-and students and parents-to use their own judgment.
Meier traces the enormous educational value of trust; the crucial
and complicated trust between parents and teachers; how teachers
need to become better judges of each others' work; how race and
class complicate trust at all levels; and how we can begin to 'scale
up' from the kinds of successes she has created.
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Vouchers in American Education Hawthorn Press
It’s a statistic that’s sure to surprise: close to 45 percent of
postsecondary students in the United States today do not enroll in
college directly out of high school and many attend part-time.
Following a tradition of self-improvement as old as the Republic, the
"nontraditional” college student is becoming the norm. Back to
School is the first book to look at the schools that serve a growing
population of "second-chancers,” exploring what higher
education--in the fullest sense of the term--can offer our rapidly
changing society and why it is so critical to support the institutions
that make it possible for millions of Americans to better their lot in
life. In the anecdotal style of his bestselling Possible Lives, Rose crafts
rich and moving vignettes of people in tough circumstances who
find their way; who get a second . . . or third . . . or even fourth
chance; and who, in a surprising number of cases, reinvent
themselves as educated, engaged citizens. Rose reminds us that our
nation’s economic and civic future rests heavily on the health of
the institutions that serve millions of everyday people--not simply
the top twenty universities in U.S. News and World Report--and
paints a vivid picture of the community colleges and adult education
programs that give so many a shot at reaching their aspirations.
Reclaiming Education for All of Us MIT Press
An “invaluable” memoir by a counselor who left the elite
private-school world to help poor and working-class kids get into
college (Washington Monthly). Winner of the Studs and Ida
Terkel Award Joshua Steckel left an elite Manhattan school to
serve as the first-ever college guidance counselor at a Brooklyn
public high school—and has helped hundreds of disadvantaged

kids gain acceptance. But getting in is only one part of the drama.
This riveting work of narrative nonfiction follows the lives of ten of
Josh’s students as they navigate the vast, obstacle-ridden
landscape of college in America, where students for whom the
stakes of education are highest find unequal access and inadequate
support. Among the students we meet are Mike, who writes his
essays from a homeless shelter and is torn between his longing to
get away to an idyllic campus and his fear of leaving his family in
desperate circumstances; Santiago, a talented, motivated, and
undocumented student, who battles bureaucracy and low
expectations as he seeks a life outside the low-wage world of
manual labor; and Ashley, who pursues her ambition to become a
doctor with almost superhuman drive—but then forges a path that
challenges received wisdom about the value of an elite liberal arts
education. At a time when the idea of “college for all” is hotly
debated, this book uncovers, in heartrending detail, the ways the
American education system fails in its promise as a ladder to
opportunity—yet provides hope in its portrayal of the intelligence,
resilience, and everyday heroics of young people whose potential is
too often ignored. “A profound examination of the obstacles
faced by low-income students . . . and the kinds of reforms needed
to make higher education and the upward mobility it promises
more accessible.” —Booklist
Freedom of Choice Catapult
Proponents of education reform are committed to the
idea that all children should receive a quality
education, and that all of them have a capacity to
learn and grow, whatever their ethnicity or
economic circumstances. But though recent years
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have seen numerous reform efforts, the resources
available to children in different municipalities
still vary enormously, and despite landmark cases of
the civil rights movement and ongoing pushes to
enact diverse and inclusive curricula, racial and
ethnic segregation remain commonplace. Public
Education Under Siege examines why public schools
are in such difficult straits, why the reigning
ideology of school reform is ineffective, and what
can be done about it. Public Education Under Siege
argues for an alternative to the test-driven, market-
oriented core of the current reform agenda. Chapters
from education policy experts and practitioners
critically examine the overreliance on high-stakes
testing, which narrows the content of education and
frustrates creative teachers, and consider how to
restore a more civic-centered vision of education in
place of present dependence on questionable
economistic models. These short, jargon-free essays
cover public policy, teacher unions, economic
inequality, race, language diversity, parent
involvement, and leadership, collectively providing
an overview of the present system and its
limitations as well as a vision for the fulfillment
of a democratic, egalitarian system of public
education. Contributors: Joanne Barkan, Maia
Cucchiara, Ansley T. Erickson, Eugene E. Garcia, Eva
Gold, Jeffrey R. Henig, Tyrone C. Howard, Richard D.
Kahlenberg, Harvey Kantor, Michael B. Katz, David F.
Labaree, Julia C. Lamber, Robert Lowe, Deborah
Meier, Pedro Noguera, Rema Reynolds, Claire
Robertson-Kraft, Jean C. Robinson, Mike Rose,
Janelle Scott, Elaine Simon, Paul Skilton-Sylvester,

Joi A. Spencer, Heather Ann Thompson, Tina Trujillo,
Pamela Barnhouse Walters, Kevin G. Welner, Sarah
Woulfin.

The Mind at Work The New Press
An Open Language chronicles the development of one of the
most widely-read and influential writers in the fields of
composition and education. Rose contextualizes each of the 28
selections in the book with commentary that illuminates the
historical, cultural, and personal issues at stake in his research
and writing. An invaluable resource for graduate students and
new scholars, this collection offers unique insight into the
process of building a meaningful career — one that makes a
difference both in the academy and beyond.
Cultural Contexts for Critical Thinking and Writing Bedford/St. Martin's
"Twenty-eight eminent essayists remind our nations parents,
educators, school board members and politicians that our democracy
is in jeopardy and that our nation's system of free universal public
education is also under attack. If that attack succeeds, American
democracy itself would be further imperiled. That is because
American democracy rests on a belief that the power of our
government comes from the people, and the diffusion of knowledge
and the enlightenment of the people has been a cornerstone of our
democracy since the founding of our republic. America's public
schools, therefore, have a special mandate"--
Redefining the Value of School Cambridge University Press
In this comprehensive response to the education crisis, the author of
Teaching as a Subversive Activity returns to the subject that
established his reputation as one of our most insightful social critics.
Postman presents useful models with which schools can restore a
sense of purpose, tolerance, and a respect for learning.
Possible Lives New Press, The
Inserting much-needed historical context into the voucher
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debates, Freedom of Choice: Vouchers in American Education
treats school vouchers as a series of social movements set
within the context of evolving American conservatism. The study
ranges from the use of tuition grants in the 1950s and early
1960s in the interest of fostering segregation to the wider
acceptance of vouchers in the 1990s as a means of
counteracting real and perceived shortcomings of urban public
schools. The rise of school vouchers, author Jim Carl suggests,
is best explained as a mechanism championed by four distinct
groups—white supremacists in the South, supporters of parochial
school in the North, minority advocates of community schools in
the nation's big cities, and political conservatives of both major
parties. Though freedom was the rallying cry, this book shows
that voucher supporters had more specific goals: continued racial
segregation of public education, tax support for parochial
schools, aid to urban community schools, and opening up the
public school sector to educational entrepreneurs.
Back to School Four Corners Press
A Publishers Weekly Best Book of 2018 “An important
contribution to our understanding of how ordinary people
found the strength to fight for equality for schoolchildren and
their teachers.” —Wall Street Journal In the epic tradition of
Eyes on the Prize and with the cultural significance of John
Lewis’s March trilogy, an ambitious and harrowing account
of the devoted black educators who battled southern school
segregation and inequality For two years an aging Dr.
Horace Tate—a former teacher, principal, and state
senator—told Emory University professor Vanessa Siddle
Walker about his clandestine travels on unpaved roads

under the cover of night, meeting with other educators and
with Dr. King, Georgia politicians, and even U.S. presidents.
Sometimes he and Walker spoke by phone, sometimes in
his office, sometimes in his home; always Tate shared
fascinating stories of the times leading up to and following
Brown v. Board of Education. Dramatically, on his deathbed,
he asked Walker to return to his office in Atlanta, in a
building that was once the headquarters of another kind of
southern strategy, one driven by integrity and equality. Just
days after Dr. Tate’s passing in 2002, Walker honored his
wish. Up a dusty, rickety staircase, locked in a concealed
attic, she found the collection: a massive archive
documenting the underground actors and covert strategies
behind the most significant era of the fight for educational
justice. Thus began Walker’s sixteen-year project to
uncover the network of educators behind countless
battles—in courtrooms, schools, and communities—for the
education of black children. Until now, the courageous story
of how black Americans in the South won so much and
subsequently fell so far has been incomplete. The Lost
Education of Horace Tate is a monumental work that offers
fresh insight into the southern struggle for human rights,
revealing little-known accounts of leaders such as W.E.B.
Du Bois and James Weldon Johnson, as well as hidden
provocateurs like Horace Tate.
Why School? HarperCollins
Tal Birdsey's Hearts of the Mountain: Adolescents, a Teacher,
and a Living School sketches an utterly unique entity: an
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independent and virtual one-room middle school in the Green
Mountains of Vermont. Hearts of the Mountain takes a deep look
into an intimate, wild, and unpredictable year of learning, in and
out of the classroom, with a diverse collection of funny, profound,
troubled, and hopeful adolescents.
Uncovering the Hidden Heroes Who Fought for Justice in
Schools The New Press
This book counters most of our prevailing views about literacy. It
says that literacy, rather than enfranchising people, is violent,
ulterior, and uniquely devoted to Western economic ends. It
claims that the literacy profession perpetuates injustice, whether
it knows it or not. This is a book for anyone who thinks that
reading and writing are important to learning. In this respect, it's
a book for everyone, but it's primarily for people on the hotseat -
English teachers, especially composition/writing/rhetoric
teachers, and teachers of dropouts and adults and minorities.
The book addresses economics and social class, the political
structure in which English teaching fits, the character of labor,
the psychology or psychotherapy of literacy, and the future of
social freedom in America. This is an angry book written by an
angry English teacher: The author is angry that literacy is the
center of the storm; angry that the center of the storm foments
nothing but itself; angry that most of what we do, even the good
that we do, remains academic, powerless, and self-serving.
What solutions are offered? The author argues that literacy is
not the solution. she argues that economics is the agenda, that
the ability to read and write is less important than the ability to
pay. The reality is that whose who set the agenda use literacy
and literacy standards to maintain privilege and parcel
disadvantage. The violence of literacy becomes, therefore, the

customary domain of those who foresee no real change while
foretelling it.
Adolescents, a Teacher, and a Living School Beacon Press
"This big-shouldered book, full of ardor...offers us a reasonable
hope that with attention and care we can again make public
education what it was meant to be, and must yet be."—The Los
Angeles Times.
Selected Writing on Literacy, Learning, and Opportunity The
New Press
"Published for Conference on College Composition and
Communication" --T.p verso.
Why School? Teachers College Press
A top economist weighs in on one of the most urgent questions
of our times: What is the source of inequality and what is the
remedy? In Giving Kids a Fair Chance, Nobel Prize-winning
economist James Heckman argues that the accident of birth is
the greatest source of inequality in America today. Children born
into disadvantage are, by the time they start kindergarten,
already at risk of dropping out of school, teen pregnancy, crime,
and a lifetime of low-wage work. This is bad for all those born
into disadvantage and bad for American society. Current social
and education policies directed toward children focus on
improving cognition, yet success in life requires more than
smarts. Heckman calls for a refocus of social policy toward early
childhood interventions designed to enhance both cognitive
abilities and such non-cognitive skills as confidence and
perseverance. This new focus on preschool intervention would
emphasize improving the early environments of disadvantaged
children and increasing the quality of parenting while respecting
the primacy of the family and America's cultural diversity.
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Heckman shows that acting early has much greater positive
economic and social impact than later interventions—which range
from reduced pupil-teacher ratios to adult literacy programs to
expenditures on police—that draw the most attention in the public
policy debate. At a time when state and local budgets for early
interventions are being cut, Heckman issues an urgent call for
action and offers some practical steps for how to design and pay
for new programs. The debate that follows delves deeply into
some of the most fraught questions of our time: the sources of
inequality, the role of schools in solving social problems, and
how to invest public resources most effectively. Mike Rose,
Geoffrey Canada, Charles Murray, Carol Dweck, Annette
Lareau, and other prominent experts participate.
Reclaiming Education for All of Us The New Press
Why School? is a little book driven by big questions. What
does it mean to be educated? What is intelligence? How
should we think about intelligence, education, and
opportunity in an open society? Drawing on forty years of
teaching and research and "a profound understanding of
the opportunities, both intellectual and economic, that come
from education" (Booklist), award-winning author Mike Rose
reflects on these and other questions related to public
schooling in America. He answers them in beautifully written
chapters that are both rich in detail and informed by an
extensive knowledge of history, the psychology of learning,
and the politics of education. This paperback edition
includes three new chapters showing how cognitive science
actually narrows our understanding of learning, how to
increase college graduation rates, and how to value the

teaching of basic skills. An updated introduction by Rose,
who has been hailed as "a superb writer and an even better
storyteller" (TLN Teachers Network), reflects on recent
developments in school reform. Lauded as "a beautifully
written work of literary nonfiction" (The Christian Science
Monitor) and called "stunning" by the New Educator Journal,
Why School? offers an eloquent call for a bountiful
democratic vision of the purpose of schooling.
The Schoolboys of Barbiana Speak to Today University of
Pennsylvania Press
Offers a detailed look inside America's diverse classrooms,
tracing the way teachers and students work together and giving
grounds for hope for the future of public education
True Stores of a Horse-Crazy Daughter and Her Baseball-
Obsessed Mother: A Memoir Penguin
Honest, engaging, and inspiring, Our School tells the story of
Downtown College Prep, a public charter high school in San
Jose that recruits underachieving students and promises to
prepare them for four-year colleges and universities. The
average student enters ninth grade with fifth-grade reading and
math skills. Many have slid through school without doing
homework. Some barely speak English. Tracking the innovative
and pioneering program, award-winning journalist Joanne
Jacobs follows the young principal who tries to shake the hand
of every student each day, the dedicated teachers who inspire
teens to break free from their histories of failure, and the
immigrant parents who fight to protect their children from gangs.
Capturing our hearts are the students who overcome
tremendous odds: Roberto, who struggles to learn English;
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Larissa, a young mother; Pedro, who signals every mood change
with a different hair cut; Selena, who's determined to use college
as her escape from drudgery; the girls of the very short, never-
say-die basketball team; and the Tech Challenge competitors.
Some will give up on their dreams. Those who stick with the
school will go on to college. This gritty yet hopeful book provides
a new understanding of what makes a school work and how
desire, pride, and community--ganas, orgullo, and
communidad--can put students on track for success in life.
De-Grading Education New Press, The
An analysis of urban education argues that conditions have worsened
for inner-city children, looking at how liberal education is being
replaced by high-stakes testing procedures, culturally barren and
robotic methods of instruction, and harsh discipline.
Creating Communities of Learning in an era of Testing and
Standardization SIU Press
For educators and general readers, this important, lively
and readable book tells a different story of youth. Clinical
psychologist Adam Cox - author of Boys of Few Words and
No Mind Left Behind - draws upon clinical practice and
groundbreaking global research to offer a compelling new
narrative about childhood priorities, adolescent angst and
the work of schools. He declares these topics to be worthy
of serious consideration, and children as fascinating and
complex as any other age group with respect to their
attitudes and understanding of what a good and purposeful
life implies. Current social and economic trends reflect a
time of deep transition in our personal values, career
trajectories, and social imperatives. Young people's lives

are radically shifting in response to new technologies,
politics, and changing environmental realities. Cox asserts it
is critical to re-examine basic questions - What is living well?
Why do we work? How do we find meaning and purpose in
vocation? How do we raise and teach children to be
effective citizens? What does best-selling literature tell us
about how to raise kids? Clearheaded, provocative, and
compassionate, On Purpose Before Twenty presents a
series of readable, practical essays: The Purpose of Work,
Sovereign Minds, The Case for Boredom, On Monstrous
Children, Being Harry Potter, and School as Wisdom
Culture. It offers a roadmap for primary and secondary
schools seeking to provide an education relevant to the
concerns and priorities of youth. The book asks what are
schools for, and discusses whether ADHD is the new
normal. Most important, the book addresses how the next
generation is radically different in terms of motivation,
communication, and vocational perspectives. Cox suggests
that knowing one's purpose is as important as a good
education and loving parents. His book echoes a
fundamental belief that our serious regard for the potential of
young people makes the world a more welcoming place for
them. It is as much an essential form of stewardship as
protecting forests, and creatures living on the brink of
extinction.
The Violence of Literacy Penguin
A trenchant analysis of how public education is being destroyed
in overt and deceptive ways—and how to fight back "There's no
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more time for tinkering around the edges." —Betsy DeVos, 2018
"Rethink School" tour Betsy DeVos may be the most prominent
face of the push to dismantle public education, but she is in fact
part of a large movement that's been steadily gaining power and
notching progress for decades—amassing funds, honing their
messaging, and crafting policies. While support for public
education today is stronger than ever, the movement to save our
schools remains fragmented, variable, and voluntary. Meanwhile,
those set on destroying this beloved institution are unified,
patient, and well-resourced. In A Wolf at the Schoolhouse Door,
Jennifer Berkshire and Jack Schneider, co-hosts of the popular
education podcast Have You Heard, lay out the increasingly
potent network of conservative elected officials, advocacy
groups, funders, and think tanks that have aligned behind a
radical vision to unmake public education. They describe the
dogma underpinning the work of the dismantlers and how it fits
into the current political context, giving readers an up-close look
at the policies—school vouchers, the war on teachers' unions, tax
credit scholarships, virtual schools, and more—driving the
movement's agenda. Finally they look forward, surveying the
world the dismantlers threaten to build. As teachers from coast to
coast mobilize with renewed vigor, this smart, essential book
sounds an alarm, one that should incite a public reckoning on
behalf of the millions of families served by the American
educational system—and many more who stand to suffer from its
unmaking.
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